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One of the films we have been most excited for out of Sundance was the Katie Holmes and Anna
Paquin-starring "The Romantics," which follows seven college friends as they reunite for one of
their weddings. After seven months of waiting, we finally have a trailer for the film's wide release,
out in limited release on September 10.
If Katie and Anna's names weren't enough to get you intrigued, the film also stars Josh Duhamel,
Malin Akerman, Elijah Wood, Dianna Agron, Adam Brody and Candice Bergman. Glad we've got
your attention.
"My friends got the nickname 'The Romantics' because of our incestuous dating history," Katie's
character Laura says in the trailer during what looks to be a toast to the bride (Anna's Lila) and
groom (Josh's Tom).
That definitely sets the tone for what we know of the romantic dramedy, considering it largely
follows the tensions between Laura, Tom and Lila as Tom stars changing his mind about dating
Lila when he sees Laura — who he dated for four years before — again at the wedding.
Typically it's always Adam that steals the scenes for us, but in this trailer it's totally Elijah Wood.
"This must be hard for you, to watch the love of your life marry the bane of your existence," Chip
tells Laura in a drunken bonding session.
It looks like things don't bode well for Tom and Lila's wedding in the film, and it also looks like
"The Romantics" places Laura as its main character over Lila. We don't see too much of Anna in
the trailer either, though it looks like she has her token southern drawl and puts on a redeeming
performance for her character.
One of our favorite lines of the trailer is when Tom addresses his friends drunkenly on the beach
and says, "Nurse, shrink, opponent, we're everything to each other." That seems to be another
big theme of the film, as the friends are often seen together, supporting each other. It's definitely
something we all can relate to, and I know I for one and really looking forward to watching this
one play out on screen.
In other news, we missed this last week when it was released, but we love the poster for "The
Romantics." Thanks to JustJared for bringing it to our attention!
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